The nature of the mineral component of bone and the mechanism of calcification.
From the physical chemical standpoint, the formation of a solid phase of Ca-P in bone represents a phase transformation, a process exemplified by the formation of ice from water. Considering the structural complexity and abundance of highly organized macromolecules in the cells and extracellular tissue spaces of mineralized tissues generally and in bone particularly, it is inconceivable that this phase transformation occurs by homogeneous nucleation, i.e., without the active participation of an organic component acting as a nucleator. This is almost surely true in biologic mineralization in general. Electron micrographs and low-angle neutron and X-ray diffraction studies clearly show that calcification of collagen fibrils occurs in an extremely intimate and highly organized fashion: initiation of crystal formation within the collagen fibrils in the hole zone region, with the long axes (c-axis) of the crystals aligned roughly parallel to the long axis of the fibril within which they are located. Crystals are initially formed in hole zone regions within individual fibrils separated by unmineralized regions. Calcification is initiated in spatially distinct nucleation sites. This indicates that such regions within a single, undirectional fibril represents independent sites for heterogeneous nucleation. Clearly, sites where mineralization is initiated in adjacent collagen fibrils are even further separated, emphasizing even more clearly that the process of progressive calcification of the collagen fibrils and therefore of the tissue is characterized principally by the presence of increasing numbers of independent nucleation sites within additional hole zone regions of the collagen fibrils. The increase in the mass of Ca-P apatite accrues principally by multiplication of more crystals, mostly by secondary nucleation from the crystals initially deposited in the hole zone region. Very little additional growth of the crystals occurs with time, the additional increase in mineral mass being principally the result of increase in the number of crystals (multiplication), not size of the crystals (crystal growth). The crystals within the collagen fibers grow in number and possibly in size to extend into the overlap zone of the collagen fibrils ("pores") so that all of the available space within the fibrils, which has possibly expanded in volume from its uncalcified level, is eventually occupied by the mineral crystals. It must be recognized that the calcification of separate tissue components and compartments (collagen, mitochondria, matrix vesicles) must be an independent physical chemical event.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)